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Model-image registration of a building’s façade based on dense semantic segmentation

Antoine Fond\textsuperscript{1}, Marie-Odile Berger\textsuperscript{2} and Gilles Simon\textsuperscript{2}

\textbf{Abstract}—This article presents an efficient approach for accurate registration of a building façade model “dressed” with dense semantic information. Localization sensors such as the GPS as well as vision-based methods are able to provide a camera pose in an efficient and stable way, but at the expense of low accuracy. We propose here to rely on semantic maps to improve the accuracy of a rough camera pose. Simultaneously we aim to iteratively improve the quality of the semantic map through the registration. Registration and semantic segmentation are jointly refined in an Expectation-Maximization framework. We especially introduce a Bayesian model that uses prior semantic segmentation as well as geometric structure of the façade reference modeled by Generalized Gaussian Mixtures. We show the advantages of our method in terms of robustness to clutter and change of illumination on urban images from various databases.
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\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

Urban localization plays a major role in many applications including navigation aid \cite{1}, labeling of local touristic landmarks \cite{2}, \cite{3}, and robot localization \cite{4}. The outdoor accuracy of mobile phone GPS is only 12.5 meters \cite{5} and can be easily worse in urban areas where the street is flanked by buildings on both sides. Vision-based solutions are prone to be more accurate. However, a recent benchmark \cite{6} shows that the long-term visual localization problem is far from solved.

Most of the image-based solutions rely on correspondences between features in the image and features from a city model build using Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm \cite{7}, \cite{8}, \cite{9}, \cite{10}. Though often successful and quite accurate, these methods can fail if the newly acquired image is taken in very different conditions compared to the SfM data. The main reason is that both hand-crafted \cite{11} and learned \cite{12} features are non-invariant e.g. to image blur, day-night and large viewpoint changes \cite{13}. Furthermore, these features are based on local information, which leads to multiple hypotheses in the presence of similar or repeated patterns. In large-scale environments, disambiguation between all hypotheses can be difficult if not impossible, and computationally expensive.

By contrast, global (image-level) descriptors and particularly ConvNet features exhibit strong robustness against appearance changes induced by the time of day, seasons, or weather conditions \cite{14} and are weakly impacted by the presence of similar or repeated patterns. However, those features only allow to approximate the pose of a query image by the one related to the closest image in a database, which is obviously not accurate unless a very dense view sampling is used \cite{6}.

An intermediate approach was proposed in \cite{15}. In this approach, semi-global ConvNet features are used to match façade proposals generated in a query image with reference images of facades. However, the detected boundaries of a façade in the query image rarely fit exactly the reference boundaries, which usually yields coarse pose estimation.

Finally, some convolutional neural networks have been designed to regress the 6-DOF camera pose from a single RGB image in an end-to-end manner. The most emblematic of these is PoseNet \cite{16}. However, the main drawback of the PoseNet approach is that it is inaccurate (see e.g. \cite{17}) unless an excessively large and well sampled training set is used.

In short, it seems that solving urban localization is faced with the choice between accurate but unstable versus stable but inaccurate methods. Several suggestions have been formulated in \cite{6} to increase the robustness of (local) feature-based methods, such as designing novel features, e.g., based on scene semantics \cite{18}, or using multiple images for pose estimation. However, whatever improvements made to feature-based methods, they will be confronted with the local nature of the features, which, in particular, does not allow the case of repeated patterns to be handled correctly. For instance, augmenting the features with pixel-wise semantic labels such as “windows”, “façade” etc. would not help to distinguish between two features in the center of similar windows on the same or a different façade. Moreover, the complexity of the SfM models (millions of points for Dubrovnik \cite{19} i.e. several Go of memory) can make the method unsuitable to run on mobile devices.

On the other hand, with city-scale data available (Google Street View/Maps), interests grew in 3D textured model as an alternative to SfM models. Their richer geometric information (i.e. façade planes) in combination with vanishing points \cite{15} or coarse sensor pose prior \cite{20}, \cite{21}, \cite{22} enables more reliable model-image registration in strong viewpoint changes. Furthermore, the texture information can be condensed into low dimension descriptors \cite{15}, semantic parts \cite{21}, edges only \cite{22} or even not considered at all \cite{20} leading to much lighter models.

Relying on a semantic segmentation to register a reference image of a façade in a target image \cite{20}, \cite{21} has
several advantages. First, there is no need for a complex similarity metric as semantic segmentation already manages appearance changes between the two images [23]. Second, the registration focuses on meaningful components on both images reducing possible local minima. In the methods proposed by [20] and [21], the highest classification score for each pixel is used for 3D-2D registration. Unfortunately, segmentation can include many misclassified pixels. For instance, a door can be easily misclassified as a window at the output of the neural network with a slightly higher score than the one assigned to the correct class.

Our method for model-image registration is summarized in Fig. 1 and is composed of three main blocks. In a first initializing step, a rough pose estimation is computed thanks to vanishing point detection, image rectification and rough facade detection. In a second step, a semantic segmentation is realized in the target rectified image. In a third step, registration is performed through an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm based on the semantic labeling of the target and the reference image. This algorithm is the major contribution of our approach. The main idea is to consider all (and not only the highest) pixel-wise classification scores as segmentation priors in a Bayesian framework. The EM algorithm is used to iteratively compute the pose that best assigns the image pixels to their related structural elements (window, door, . . .) extracted from a ground-truth, orthorectified semantic map. The final assignments can be seen as a posterior segmentation of the target image. Thus, if semantic segmentation makes it possible to guide the registration, registration in turn makes it possible to guide the semantic segmentation (Fig. 2). This idea is similar, in spirit, to older works estimating simultaneously the pose and point correspondences in an iterative process [24], [25], [26]. Of course, as we assume the ground-truth semantic segmentation of the reference to be known, the main goal of our method is registration. The online improvement of the target segmentation through the joint approach is rather a means to achieve that goal.

Furthermore, operating in a Bayesian framework makes it possible to use a very compact model, namely the parameters of a generalized Gaussian mixture model (GGMM), with one generalized Gaussian per structural element of the facade. The weights of the GGMM being allowed to vary during the iterations of the EM algorithm, our method is robust to facade occlusions. Last but not least, because a GGMM has an infinite support, our method is also robust to poorly initialized localization.

Section II provides a state of the art of 3D-2D registration methods based on a camera pose prior. The initialization steps of our method are described in section III.
The proposed Bayesian model and expectation-maximization algorithm are presented in Section V. Finally, extensive experimental results are provided in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In addition to extensive benchmarks presented in [6], a recent survey on visual-based localization can be found in [27]. This section focuses on 3D-2D registration methods based on a prior camera pose and a 2.5D or 3D model of a building or a facade, “dressed” with texture and/or semantic information. The pose prior is usually obtained through localization sensors (e.g., the GPS and a magnetic compass), though any robust, even not accurate visual-based method such as those presented above may be used. In these methods, the pose is iteratively refined starting from the prior, so that the projection of the model gets accurately aligned with its image counterpart. The different approaches differ essentially with respect to which information is used to measure this alignment.

A. Feature-based methods

Feature-based methods rely on textured 3D models of buildings [22], [28] or reference images of facades in frontal view [29]. In the case of a building, the 3D model is rendered using the prior pose. In the case of a facade, the target video image is orthorectified based on the prior pose. In both cases we obtain two close images between which feature matching is facilitated. Features can be edgels [22] or points [29], [28] and the matching procedure is based on 1D [22] or 2D [29], [28] cross-correlation, or comparison between descriptors [28]. Unfortunately, edge detection is sensitive to illumination, shadows and occlusions, as well as scene-to-camera distances. On the other hand, [28] has shown that fast-to-compute corner features such as Harris [30] or FAST [31] are weakly repeatable between a rendered frame and a video frame, due to depth blur changes. Unless an adaptive depth blur is applied to the synthetic image, which requires a tedious calibration of the camera response curve, feature points such as SIFT [11] or SURF [32], both based on approximations of Laplacian of Gaussian, prove more repeatable. However, as already mentioned, SIFT features have several drawbacks, which is confirmed by our experiments (see Section V).

B. Template-based methods

Template-based methods usually aim at tracking a planar patch between two images \( I_0 \) and \( I_i \). More exactly, homographies \( H_o \) are computed so that \( I_o \circ H_o I_i \) is “similar” to \( I_i \) inside the patch. The similarity measure is very important with these methods.

The first measure used was the sum of the squares of the differences between pixel gray levels (L2-norm) [33]. Optimization is done very quickly by gradient descent using the Gauss-Newton algorithm. While the transformation was initially limited to a simple 2D translation, the geometric models were then enriched to cover affine transformations [34] and homographies [35]. The computational efficiency of the minimization has been improved in [36] by a second-order approximation without calculating the Hessian. The similarity measure based on the L2-norm remains sensitive to changes in illumination and occlusions. In [37], the reference image is decomposed into a pyramid of sub-images that are registered independently according to the L2-norm. The global solution of the registration is searched recursively in the parameter space in such a way that it maximizes the number of sub-registrations. If decomposition makes it possible to effectively treat occlusions, it can be sensitive to frequent repetitions on facades.

Kim et al. [38] use a M-estimator for a more robust similarity measure. Mutual information between images is also a measure of similarity that is less sensitive to changes in illumination and occlusions [39] and has long been used for multimodal registration in medical imaging [40]. While these measures significantly increase the complexity of optimization, progress has since been made that allows for effective resolution [41]. Nevertheless, the convergence of all these methods depends strongly on the accuracy of the initialization.

In the case of translational shift only, the global solution can quickly be found by phase shift in the frequency domain. This method can be generalized to similarities [42] and homographies [43]. However, areas of the current image that do not correspond to the reference image can disturb the Fourier transform and cause the method to fail. This happens regularly in urban images where a building can be observed at very different scales.

C. Semantic-based methods

Semantic segmentation has been used in at least two previous works. In [20], an initial pose provided by a GPS is refined by fitting a coarse 2.5D (building’s footprints and height) city model to the image. The rotation is computed from vanishing points and translational hypothesis are generated by matching vertical ridges of the model with vertical lines detected in the image. A semantic segmentation using a SVM classifier on local image descriptors allows pixels that belong to facades and pixels from the background to be distinguished. The log-likelihood between that probability of classification and the projected facades of the model is then maximized over all the pose hypotheses. Though this method is interesting, the accuracy of the registration relies on the pixel-wise segmentation, which is noisy and does not separate adjacent facades. Moreover, structural elements on the facades (windows, doors, etc.) are not detected by the classifier (they are simply classified as facade), though these elements would be useful to get a more accurate registration.

Chu et al. [21] exploit this structural information to better estimate the camera location as well as some geometric parameters of the building’s model (height of each floor, vertical positions of windows and doors, etc.). As in [20], the method assumes the camera pose to be initialized by GPS and requires geo-referenced footprint of buildings as a base for creating the 3D models. The problem is formulated as inference in a Markov random field, which encourages
the projection of the 3D model to match the image edges, semantics (based on SegNet [44]) and location of doors and windows (based on Edgeboxes [45] and AlexNet [46]) and to differ from the background in all GoogleStreetView images around the building. Nevertheless the complexity of the inference that uses a discretized parameters search space and multiple views are disadvantages for real time applications to urban localization.

III. INITIALIZATION

Initialization of the Expectation-Maximization procedure is based on four steps (see Fig.3): (i) vanishing points as well as the camera intrinsic parameters are computed from the image content. (ii) the image is rectified so that the facades of the buildings appear as if they where fronto-parallel to the camera (several rectified images can be obtained), (iii) facades in the rectified images are detected (approximate bounding boxes are obtained) and recognized among facades of the model, (iv) semantic segmentation and registration are initialized from the bounding boxes of the recognized facades. In the following, this initialization step will be referred to as $t = t_0$. We now detail each of its subtasks.

A. Autocalibration and plane rectification

Steps (i) and (ii) of the initialization process are performed using the method described in [47]. Horizontal vanishing points of the image are detected by exploiting accumulations of oriented segments around the horizon line. The principal point is assumed to be at the center of the image and the focal length is computed from a detected pair of orthogonal vanishing points. For each detected vanishing point a homography is computed, that transforms all vertical planes in the direction of the vanishing point to a fronto-parallel view of the planes.

B. Facade detection and recognition

Facades are detected and recognized in the rectified images using the method presented in [15]. This method relies on image cues that measure facade characteristics such as shape, color, contours, semantic structure (windows and balconies are detected using SegNet [44]) and symmetry. These cues are combined to generate a few facade candidates quickly. The candidates are then classified into “facade” and “non facade” through a neural network using SPP descriptors [48].

C. Registration and segmentation initialization

In this method we aim to jointly solve the registration of the recognized reference to the detected facade in the target image and the segmentation of the latter into semantic parts. As the image has been previously rectified using calibrated camera intrinsics the only remaining parameters to register the reference image onto the target image are one scale parameter $s$ (the aspect ratio is preserved) and two translational parameters $(t_x, t_y)$.Facade recognition enables to select the correct facade reference to be registered in a larger facades database. Moreover thanks to facade detection we can estimate a first initialization of the registration parameters by solving the least-square problem that maps the four transformed corners of the reference to the four corners of the detection.

As the facade detection [15] step relies on semantic segmentation, it also provides a first initialization of the latter. However the SegNet [44] inference is sensitive to scale (Fig. 3, bottom row). To improve the initial segmentation we zoom into the target image and we perform another inference. Rather than restricting I to the detected facade which would mean to put too much confidence on the detection, we restrict I to an enlarged detection scaled by a constant value of 40%.

IV. JOINT REGISTRATION AND SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION

A. Bayesian model

We wish to register the recognized image reference $I_{ref}$ onto the target image $I$ in which the facade has been detected through a transformation $T$ and simultaneously improve the quality of the semantic segmentation in the target image.

We denote $L = \{l_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq K}$ the different labels from the semantic segmentation that are characteristic of a facade architecture such as "window", "door" and "balcony". The target image is considered as sets of 2D labeled points. Let $X = \{X_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq N}$ be a set of $N$ data points $X_i = (x_i, y_i)$ from the target image $I$. These points are the coordinates of the pixels $i$ from the target image $I$ that have a fair probability
of being one of the labels $P(l_j|i, I) \geq 0.01$ (Fig. 4). This probability $P(l_j|i, I)$ is the score of the last layer of the CNN for semantic segmentation at $X_i$.

The ground-truth semantic segmentation corresponding to the image reference $I_{ref}$ is assumed known (Fig. 6) and is modeled in a compact way as follows. For each label $l_j$, we extract the connected components of the reference segmentation, and a generalized Gaussian $\mathcal{N}_{\pi_j}$ with shape parameter $p$ is fitted to each of them. Generalized Gaussians are aligned with the image axes. Let $I_{ref}$ be the number of connected components of the reference segmentation. They are then refined by minimizing the error between the connected component and the likelihood of an observation given its assignment to label $j$. The mixture priors $p_{\pi_j}$ are initialized from their vertical and horizontal variances (respectively $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$). They are then refined by minimizing the error between the connected component and the true generalized Gaussian form using Gauss-Newton.

Finally, the ground-truth semantic segmentation is modeled by a mixture of generalized Gaussian distributions for each label $l_j$: $P(l_j|i, I) = \sum_{k=1}^{m_j} \pi_{k_j} \mathcal{N}_{\pi_j}(X_i | \mu_{k_j}, \Sigma_{k_j})$. The mixture priors $p_{\pi_j}$ are initialized such as $p_{\pi_j}$ is the ratio of the number of points from the connected component $k_j$ over the total number of points from the image reference. Then they are normalized so that $\sum_{k_j} p_{\pi_j} = 1$.

The goal is to estimate the geometric transformation $T(\Theta)$ of parameters $\Theta = (l_x, l_y, s)$ that registers these generalized Gaussians to the set of observed data points $X_i$ from the target image $I$. In addition, the assignment of a data point $X_i$ to a transformed generalized Gaussian can be seen as a posterior segmentation. Assuming that the observed data $X_i$ are independent and taking the logarithm, the a posteriori distribution is maximized to find $\Theta$:

$$\Theta^* = \arg\max_{\Theta} \ln P(X_i | \Theta, I) + \ln P(\Theta)$$

with $N$ the number of data points. Using the law of total probability, $P(X_i | \Theta, I)$ can be expressed as follows:

$$P(X_i | \Theta, I) = \sum_{j=1}^{K} P(X_i | l_j, \Theta, I) P(l_j | i, \Theta, I) + P(X_i | o, \Theta, I) P(o | i, \Theta, I),$$

where $K$ is the number of labels and:

- $P(X_i | l_j, \Theta, I)$ is the likelihood of an observation $X_i$ given its assignment to label $j$ through the transformation $T$, and is modeled by a mixture of transformed generalized Gaussians:

$$P(X_i | l_j, \Theta, I) = \sum_{k=1}^{m_j} \pi_{k_j} \mathcal{N}_{\pi_j}(X_i | T\mu_{k_j}, s^p\Sigma_k)$$

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{m_j} \exp\left(-\frac{\|X_i - T\mu_k\|^p}{4\Gamma(1/p)^2/s^p\Sigma_k}\right).$$

- $P(l_j | i, \Theta, I)$ is the segmentation prior probability. Thanks to the scale reestimation and the invariance of CNN to small translations, the semantic segmentation inference is pretty stable. Thus we can assume that $P(l_j | i, \Theta, I) = P(l_j | i, \Theta^{(0)})$;

- the likelihood of an observation given its assignment to the outlier class $P(X_i | o, \Theta, I) = P(X_i | o, I)$ is modeled as
a uniform distribution \( P(X|o,I) = \frac{1}{mW} \), with \( H,W \) the dimensions of the target image:
- \( v = P(o|i,\Theta, I) \) is the outliers rate.

To be more robust to clutter we let the mixture weights free to vary during the inference but, as a tradeoff, we assume a prior distribution over them. We can actually add the mixture weights to \( \Theta = \{ x, t, r, s, \{ \pi_{j,k} \}, \{ \alpha_{j} \} \} \) without changing Eq. \[ \text{1} \]\[1] We don’t assume any prior for the transformation parameters \( \{ t, r, s \} \) but we choose a Dirichlet distribution as a prior for the mixture weights \( \pi_{j,k} \):

\[
P(\Theta) = \text{Dir} \left( \pi_{j,k} | \alpha_{j} \right) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \prod_{j,k} \alpha_{j} \pi_{j,k}^{\alpha_{j} - 1}
\]

Gauvain et al. [51] show that Dirichlet distribution is a practical prior candidate for mixture distributions that enables closed-form optimizations in the EM framework. \( \alpha_{j} \) are set to the same values as the initialized mixture priors \( \pi_{j,k} = \pi_{j,k}^{(0)} \).

**B. Expectation-Maximization**

This Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) problem can be solved in this framework of expectation-maximization. We define the latent variables

\[
Z = \{ z_{i,j,k} \in \{ 0,1 \}, z_{i,o} \in \{ 0,1 \} \} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad z_{i,j,k} = 1 \Rightarrow X_{i} \text{ is assigned to a generalized Gaussian} \left( \mu_{j,k}, \sigma^{p}\Sigma_{j,k} \right) \text{ from the label} \ i \quad \text{and} \quad z_{i,o} = 1 \Rightarrow X_{i} \text{ is assigned to the outlier class} \ o.
\]

The Expectation-Maximization algorithm seeks to find the solution iteratively by alternating between calculating the expected complete-data log-likelihood \( Q(\Theta|\Theta^{(t)}) \) with respect to \( Z \) given \( X \) and the current parameters \( \Theta^{(t)} \) and finding the parameters \( \Theta \) that maximizes this quantity:

\[
Q \left( \Theta^{(t)} \right) = \mathbb{E}_{Z|X, \Theta^{(t)}} \ln P(X,Z|\Theta)
\]

\[
= \sum_{Z} P(Z|X, \Theta^{(t)}) \ln P(X,Z|\Theta)
\]

\[
= \sum_{ij} \sum_{kj} \beta_{i,j,k} \ln \pi_{j,k} + \ln P(l_{i}|l_{j},I)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{ij} \sum_{kj} \beta_{i,j,k} \ln \theta_{j} P(X_{i}|T \mu_{j}, \sigma^{p}\Sigma_{j,k})
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i} \gamma_{i} \ln \frac{v}{HW}
\]

with \( \beta_{i,j,k} = \mathbb{E} \left( z_{i,j,k} | X, \Theta^{(t)} \right) \) and \( \gamma = \mathbb{E} \left( z_{i,o} | X, \Theta^{(t)} \right) \).

Thus the Expectation-Maximization framework iterates between the two steps:

- **E-Step:** compute \( \beta_{i,j,k} \) and \( \gamma \)
- **M-Step:** \( \Theta^{(t+1)} = \arg\max_{\Theta} Q \left( \Theta|\Theta^{(t)} \right) + \ln P(\Theta) \)

The **E-Step** can be seen as the computation of an assignment probability of each data point \( X_{i} \) to a generalized Gaussian \( T \mu_{j}, \sigma^{p}\Sigma_{j,k} \) from the label \( l_{j} \) knowing the current parameters \( \Theta^{(t)} = \{ \pi_{j,k}^{(t)} \}_{1 \leq j \leq K, 1 \leq k \leq m_{j}}, \alpha_{j}^{(t)}, t_{x}^{(t)}, t_{r}^{(t)}, s^{(t)} \}. \)

Using Bayes rule and denoting \( \lambda = \frac{v}{HW} \), we can write:

\[
\beta_{i,j,k} = \mathbb{E} \left( z_{i,j,k} | X, \Theta^{(t)} \right) = \frac{\pi_{j,k}^{(t)} P(l_{j}|l_{i},I)}{\sum_{j'} \pi_{j',k}^{(t)} P(l_{j'}|l_{i},I)}
\]

\[
\gamma = \mathbb{E} \left( z_{i,o} | X, \Theta^{(t)} \right) = \frac{\lambda}{\sum_{j} \pi_{j,k}^{(t)} P(l_{j}|l_{i},I) + \lambda}
\]

In the **M-Step** we aim to maximize \( R = Q \left( \Theta^{(t)} \right) + \ln P(\Theta) \) knowing the assignments \( \beta_{i,j,k} \) and \( \gamma \). By replacing the expressions of the distribution from equations \[3\] and \[4\] and by ignoring the constant terms, \( R \) can be re-written as \( \bar{R} \):

\[
\bar{R} = - \sum_{i,j,k} \frac{\beta_{i,j,k} v}{2} \left[ \ln \sigma^{p}\Sigma_{j,k} \right] + \left\| X_{i} - T \mu_{j} \right\|^{p}_{\sigma^{p}\Sigma_{j,k}}
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i,j,k} \beta_{i,j,k} \ln \pi_{j,k} + \sum_{i} \gamma_{i} \ln \lambda + \sum_{j,k} \left( \alpha_{j} - 1 \right) \ln \pi_{j,k}
\]

The form of \( \bar{R} \) permits independent maximization of each of the following parameters sets \( \{ t_{x}, t_{r}, s \}, \{ \pi_{j,k} \} \) and \( \alpha \). From the partial derivatives \( \frac{\partial R}{\partial \alpha_{j}} = \frac{\partial R}{\partial \pi_{j,k}} = \frac{\partial R}{\partial t_{x}} = 0 \) we can derive a polynomial system which cannot be solved in closed-form for \( p = 4 \). Our solving strategy is similar to the one we used in the initialization of the mixture from the reference. First, we solve the polynomial system in closed-form with \( p = 2 \), setting the partial derivatives of \( \bar{R} \) to zero. This leads to solving a polynomial system of one quadratic equation in \( s \) and two linear equations in \( t_{x} \) and \( t_{r} \). The closed-form solution is the following:

\[
\begin{cases}
  s = \frac{-2a_{2} \pm \sqrt{a_{2}^{2} - 4a_{1}a_{3}}}{2a_{3}} \\
  t_{x} = \frac{-a_{1} - 2a_{2}}{2a_{3}} \\
  t_{r} = \frac{-a_{1} - 2a_{2}}{2a_{3}}
\end{cases}
\]

with
\[
\Delta = -16a_1a_2^2a_3a_9 + 4a_2^2a_3^2a_9 - 4a_2a_3a_5a_7a_9 - 4a_2a_4a_6a_9 + a_3a_5^2 + 4a_2a_5a_9 + 2a_2a_4a_6a_9 + a_2a_4^2a_7 + 4a_2^2a_9a_9
\]

Then, we refine the result by minimizing \( J = \frac{\partial R^2}{\partial \tau^2} + \frac{\partial R^2}{\partial \chi}^2 + \frac{\partial R^2}{\partial t^2} \) for \( p = 4 \) using gradient descent. As \( J \) is polynomial both the gradient and the hessian can be computed using their polynomial expression in the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The convergence is reached after a few iterations and we can update the transformation parameters \( \left( \theta_{t+1}^{i+1}, \theta_{t+1}^{i+1}, \theta_{t+1}^{i+1} \right) \).

The update for the mixtures weights \( \pi_{k,i} \) and the outliers rate \( \alpha \) follows the formula from [51]:

\[
\pi_{k,i}^{(t+1)} = \frac{\sum \beta_{i,j,k} + \alpha_k}{\sum \beta_{i,j,k} + \sum \gamma_j \left( \alpha_{k,j} - 1 \right)}
\]

\[
\alpha^{(t+1)} = \frac{\sum \gamma_j}{\sum \beta_{i,j,k} + \sum \gamma_j \left( \alpha_{k,j} - 1 \right)}
\]

### V. Results

#### A. Implementation and efficiency

Unlike most EM approaches, in our method the generalized Gaussian parameters are fixed except for the mixture prior weights. Indeed here the generalized Gaussians model the semantic components of the reference facade. This compact representation of a facade enables our method to be efficient. The number of generalized Gaussians is in the order of the number of windows (typically between 2 and 30). If we assume that the image is full of adjacent facades and the empty space between windows is as large as the window itself we can approximate the number of data points \( N \approx 0.25HW \). In our testing data, this approximation is valid with an average \( N = 31000 \). Actually registration does not request the points to be sampled at each pixel. In our implementation we use a multi-resolution scheme with 2 levels. The EM algorithm is executed on a downsampled version of the set of points \( X \) until convergence \( \| \Theta^{(t+1)}(1:2) - \Theta^{(t)}(1:2) \| \leq \epsilon_1 \) and \( \| \Theta^{(t+1)}(3) - \Theta^{(t)}(3) \| \leq \epsilon_2 \) and then executed again on the full set \( X \) from the last estimated \( \Theta^{(t)} \).

The complexity for one iteration \( t \) of the EM algorithm is \( O(NK \max_j m_j) \) and parallelization is easy for the E-Step as \( \beta_{i,j,k} \) computations are independent. This efficient complexity is also a consequence of the partial solvability of the M-Step in closed-form with negligible Gauss-Newton inner-iterations. The code of our implementation is in Matlab with the EM in C. The average computation time for one iteration \( t \) is 0.023 second on an I7-3520M CPU. The number of steps for the EM to converge strongly depends on the initialization. In our testing data, only 6 iterations are needed to converge for the downsampled level and 2 more for the upper level (Fig. 7). Our M-Step optimization scheme is also faster and more accurate on this problem than homotopy continuation methods. Thus the average computation time of the whole EM is 0.121 second.

To avoid the problem of the EM converging to a local maximum, we use several initializations in practice. We apply our method not only to the detected facade but also to the top-20 facade proposals [15] that overlap the detected facade. The final solution is the one with the highest \( R \) value.

#### B. Validation with ground-truth semantic references

We test our method on 3 different datasets. The first one is VarCity 3D \(^1\). It consists of 401 street-view images of buildings along the same street. Images are also semantically labelled and a SFM reconstruction of the scene is available as well as the camera parameters. The image viewpoints are roughly fronto-parallel and facades cover most of the image (see e.g. Fig. 9). Therefore the change of scale from the reference is minor but the translation value can be high with large image parts not visible.

The second one is the first 100 buildings from Zurich Buildings Database (ZuBuD) with 5 different viewpoints per building. Among those scenes we keep only the ones that have been correctly reconstructed by StM \(^2\). The diversity

---

\(^1\)https://varcity.ethz.ch/3dchallenge

\(^2\)http://ccwu.me/vsfm
of viewpoints in this dataset enables a wider range of scale as well as occlusions.

The last dataset NancyLights aims to show the robustness of the proposed method to change in illumination. It consists of 2 time-lapses of the same facade taken from the same viewpoint at sunrise and sunset for a total of 56 images.

For each building in all 3 databases we select the facade reference from the most fronto-parallel viewpoint where the facade is fully visible with the least occlusions possible. The reference is manually segmented into the 3 semantic labels “window”, “door” and “balcony” (Fig. 6). The ground truth boundaries of the reference are transferred to all the images where this facade is visible using the geometric information from the SfM model. Examples of registration results are shown in Fig. 8. More examples can be found in the supplementary material.

We compare our method to both template-based and feature-based registration between the rectified target image and the reference image. In the first category we are competing against raw detection [15], $L_2$ norm minimization between images by gradient descent [36], Mutual Information maximization [52], [53], and phase correlation [42]. For the optimization methods the same initializations as for our method are chosen. For the feature-based method we extract SIFT descriptors in the rectified image with fixed orientation. 2 pairs of matched SIFT descriptors using Lowe’s criteria [54] are used to generate transformation samples in a RANSAC framework. The comparison is done in the image itself computing the cumulative normalized histogram of the error in translation and scale. For ZuBuD and VarCity 3D the SfM models enable us to also show the error on the camera pose translation deducted from the registration (Table I and Fig. 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>PhCorr</th>
<th>LstSqr</th>
<th>MutInf</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VarCity 3D</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZuBuD</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

**Median errors for the 3D camera translation (relative to the facade distance)**

The good results on VarCity 3D (Fig. 10) show that our method can handle large translations thanks to the infinite generalized Gaussian support. Even when this phenomenon concurs with very repetitive patterns, the multiple initializations that exploit those repetitions and symmetries as well as the MAP regularization globally provide a correct registration. On the contrary these conditions are a major weakness for template-based methods that get easily stuck in a local minima (Fig. 11, top). Still, in our method, the lack of discriminative architectural components like doors can cause the same shift in registration aligning the wrong floor or windows when SIFT can handle it using other features.

On the other hand, our approach gives the best results on this dataset and benefits from a decent initial detection (Fig. 10, black, middle). Occlusions are another consequence of the diversity in viewpoints. Updating the mixture weights during the EM enables our method to be robust to them (Fig. 11, bottom) as well as hidden parts (Fig. 11, middle).
the network handles extreme changes in lighting that make segmentation enables our method to focus on the geometric changes is evaluated (Fig. 10, bottom). Relying on semantic segmentation enables our method to focus on the geometric structure of the façade whereas the changes in appearance are encoded in the network. The illumination invariance of the network handles extreme changes in lighting that make other methods fail (Fig. 11).

Though the semantic segmentation prior $P(l_j|i,l)$ is not updated during the EM, label assignments can change from one iteration to another as shown in Fig. 2 where the prior and the posterior semantic segmentation are shown: some points not classified as windows in the prior are correctly classified in the posterior segmentation. The doors on the ground-floor wrongly classified in the prior segmentation are progressively correctly classified as well as they are guiding the registration process. Globally, if misclassification is common for visually similar labels like "door" and "window", the prior probability of the expected label can be increased by the generalized Gaussian influence during registration.

C. Method analysis and discussion

Our approach is well suited for images with sparse structures as façades but cannot be generalized to all kind of images because of spatial distributions chosen to model them (generalized Gaussians and uniform distribution for outliers). Moreover, in cases where data points are close to a uniform distribution densely sampled (e.g. a façade densely covered with windows), the method tends to label all points as outliers or as belonging to one Gaussian if the initialization is not close enough (see e.g. Fig. 13).

Using ground-truth semantic references can be seen as a limitation as this kind of information is not easily available for augmented reality or robotics applications. However, ground-truth segmentation may be carried out by precise and efficient automatic methods, although costly in terms of computing time. We are thinking of methods based on shape grammars [55]. The structural organization of façades, which originates from architectural rules, make them good candidates for this kind of model. The fact that these methods are expensive in computing time is not an issue since these operations can be done offline, and must be done only once. Another possible way to automate segmentation in the reference images would be to simply use our segmentation network. An example is shown in Fig. 14. Registration from a manually labeled reference image (left) is compared with registration from an automatically segmented one (right). Au-

Fig. 10. Registration errors in Varicity (top), ZuBuD (middle) and NancyLights (bottom)

Fig. 11. Examples where other methods (red) fail to estimate the registration whereas our method (green) succeeds. The initial (dashed line) and final (plain line) registered reference boundaries overlay the target image. Top: intensity-based registration fall into local minima. Middle: SIFT+RANSAC registration fails due to facade symmetry. Bottom: strong change of illumination makes phase-correlation registration to fail.
Fig. 12. Evolution of the mixture weights of label “window” over the iterations (left) until the registration converges in the target image (middle). The weight of the occluded bottom-left window drops (light blue). The Dirichlet distribution keeps the other weights close to their initial values despite the bad prior segmentation (right).

Fig. 13. The unique presence of the “window” semantic label in conjunction with non respect of the planar geometry hypothesis led our method to end in a local minimum where all points are assigned to a single large Gaussian.

tomatically calculated labels are much more noisy than those set manually, but the noise is partially neutralized during the registration process thanks to the overall coherence of the labels, leading to a less precise but not outlier result. Moreover, automatic segmentations may, again, be offline post-processed by introducing regularizing information based on architectural rules [56], [57].

Our method depends on the accuracy of the facade rectification resulting from the detection of Manhattan vanishing points. Figure 15 sheds light on the sensitivity of segmentation and registration to the accuracy of this stage. A Gaussian noise of standard deviation varying from 0.2 to 1.2 was applied to the ends of the line segments used for the vanishing point calculation (ten times for each noise level), which results in more imprecise rectifications than what we normally obtain. Segmentation and registration are performed on the warped images and the registration results are transferred back-again into the unwarped image. This experiment thus contributes to evaluate how rectification and segmentation errors affect the whole process. Figure 15(top) shows the resulting variability of the facade boundaries, which is increasingly greater as the noise increases. The graphics plot the mean orientation errors and the mean position relative errors versus the noise level. These errors are lower than 2 and, respectively, 3% as long as the facade deformation induced by Gaussian noise remains reasonable. Beyond that (Fig. 15(bottom-left), it is no longer a question of deformations obtained due to inaccuracies in the line segment detection, but rather to a notable failure of the vanishing point extraction procedure, against which nothing can be done anyway. It can be noticed that the semantic segmentation itself is very little affected by these geometric deformations, even when they are relatively large as in the example in Fig. 15.

Finally, a mean to improve the accuracy of the framework and to reduce the sensitivity of the semantic segmentation to scale could be to perform semantic segmentation at each step of the EM algorithm. Indeed, the semantic segmentation network was mainly trained with close-up facades, which explains that the segmentation is all the better the closer we are to the boundaries of the facade. In order to allow for convergence, segmentation is done on an enlarged window (40%) around the predicted position of the facade, in order to be as close as possible to the facade but to be sure that the targeted facade is inside the window. Performing semantic segmentation at each step of the EM in conjunction with a progressive decrease of the enlargement factor could thus improve the quality of segmentation as the transformation becomes close to the actual one. We do not adopt this strategy in our experiments in order to meet real time.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a Bayesian model to solve jointly facade registration and semantic segmentation. The method is efficient and handles registration issues like occlusions, repetitions and changes in illumination.

Registration is currently done from one facade in the presented work. However, if a full model of a building is available we could also extend this work to perform co-registration of the visible facades.

Also in our tests, the initialization was close enough to the solution to assume that the semantic segmentation inference was stable enough and does not need to be re-estimated online. In future work, this assumption could be relaxed in the model to improve accuracy and dependence on initialization.
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary material is provided as a separate file.